10th ESD - Conference dinner - evening of Wednesday 12th July
Transporting to the restaurant

- **Departure:** 4 buses from Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Chimie at **6:30 pm**

- **Bus parking:** when leaving the building, on the right at 100 m
Effet mer restaurant – Grande Motte beach
(30 min. by bus from Ecole de chimie)

A private area on the restaurant:

a saxophonist, a caricaturist and a photobox (photo souvenir)

Dance floor and DJ
A private area on the restaurant:

(restaurant staff identify you as conference participant)

conference badge + blue bracelet
Transporting from the restaurant to Montpellier

- **Departure**: 4 buses from the restaurant at **midnight**

- **Bus parking**: on the road in front of the restaurant entrance

- **Bus route**: For the return, stops in Montpellier have been planned. It's up to you to check which one is closest to your hotel:
  1. Place de l’Europe
  2. Saint-Roch train station
  3. Cité U’ Boutonnet (students apartments)
  4. Ecole Nationale de chimie

The last trams leave the terminals at 0:40 am.
2 stops in the center of Montpellier,
2 in the north
Have a nice conference diner, feet in the sand (SiO$_2$....)